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We plan to create a compact, low power, single chip system for generation of ultra slow light. Such a system would facilitate practical applications of nonlinear optics at light levels millions of times lower than what is presently possible. Potential applications include optical switches controlled by single photons, dynamically programmable optical delay lines with delays that can be pushed into the millisecond regime, and frequency up-conversion at extremely low power levels.
Abstract:

We plan to create a compact, low power, single chip system for generation of ultra slow light. Such a system would facilitate practical applications of nonlinear optics at light levels millions of times lower than what is presently possible. Potential applications include optical switches controlled by single photons, dynamically programmable optical delay lines with delays that can be pushed into the millisecond regime, and frequency up-conversion at extremely low power levels.
Statement of objectives:

Recently, we succeeded in reducing the light speed to 17 m/s by creating a laser induced quantum interference in a Bose-Einstein condensate. At the same time we obtained extreme optical properties in our cold atom clouds: we have demonstrated a nonlinear refractive index which is 14 orders of magnitude larger than the nonlinear index in an optical fiber and the largest ever measured by a factor of a million. This has opened up a new regime of nonlinear optics at extremely low light levels.

An important potential application of the large nonlinearities is the creation of extremely sensitive optical switches with switching energies that could be made as low as the energy corresponding to just two photons. The bandwidth of the switch can be tailored both through intensity control of the lasers inducing the quantum interference in the atomic medium, and by manipulating the shape and density of the trapped, cold atom cloud. Other intriguing possible applications include dynamically programmable optical delay lines with delays in the microsecond and even millisecond regimes which are temporal regions hard to access with other means. We also envision that frequency up-conversion at very low light levels would be possible.

Our plan is for a total re-engineering of our system for atom cooling and trapping, with the aim of making practically accessible the extreme nonlinear optical properties obtained in cold atom clouds. With state of the art nanotechnology tools (focused ion beam machine) we can create submicron sized metallic trapping and guiding structures on an insulating substrate that would allow atom manipulation with miniscule electric fields and currents applied to the metal lines. This would give us an unprecedented ability to control the atoms on fast time scales and, consequently, to fully control the properties of the cold-atom based nonlinear medium we plan to create.

Using a quartz substrate we could also create optical wave guides on the same substrate for guiding of the laser beams required for laser cooling and for slow light generation. We’ll pick atoms that we can excite with low power diode lasers.

By optimizing the atom and laser guiding structures and with the right choice of atom, we should be able to obtain - on a single 1 cm sized chip - optical nonlinearities as large as those mentioned above.
Technical Proposal

Ultra-slow light generation on a single chip

Recently, we succeeded in reducing the light speed to 17 m/s by optically inducing a quantum interference in a Bose-Einstein condensate (Ref. 1). The low light speeds are obtained in an optical medium created from entangled states between Bose condensed atoms and an optical field created by the ‘coupling’ laser shown in Fig. 1. The intensity of this light field controls the optical properties for another, pulsed laser beam (the ‘probe’ laser) sent through the medium. The reported reduction of the pulse propagation speed by a factor of 20 million is associated with a spatial compression of the laser pulses in the medium by the same factor. Furthermore, the presence of the coupling laser allows for loss-less, shape preserving transmission of light pulses through atomic media that would otherwise be totally opaque.

By generating ultra slow light we have at the same time created extreme optical properties of our cold atom clouds: we have demonstrated a nonlinear refractive index which is 14 orders of magnitude larger than the nonlinear index in an optical fiber and the largest ever measured by a factor of a million. This has opened up a new regime of nonlinear optics at extremely low light levels.

An important potential application of the large nonlinearities is the creation of extremely sensitive optical switches with switching energies that could be made as low as the energy corresponding to just two photons. The bandwidth of the switch can be tailored both through intensity control of the lasers inducing the quantum interference in the atomic medium, and by manipulating the shape and density of the trapped, cold atom cloud. Other intriguing possible applications include dynamically programmable optical delay lines with delays in the microsecond and even millisecond regimes which are temporal regions hard to access with other means. A very important aspect of the proposed delay lines is the fact that the delays are dynamically programmable through control of the coupling laser intensity. We also envision that frequency up-conversion at very low light levels would be possible. (Ref. 2)
Figure 1: The experimental set-up used to slow light to 17 m/s. A cold atom cloud – or a Bose-Einstein condensate – is trapped by an electromagnet in the center of a vacuum chamber. The cigar-shaped cloud is then illuminated from the side by a ‘coupling’ laser and a new optical medium is formed from entangled states between the trapped, cold atoms and the laser field. The energy states of this coupled system – and thereby its optical properties - can be controlled simply through control of the intensity of the coupling laser. Probe pulses are launched and sent through the cloud along the z direction. To measure the light speed of these pulses, we observe directly, with a photomultiplier (PMT), the time it takes the pulses to go through the medium. To obtain the size of the cloud, we use a vertical laser beam, the ‘imaging beam’, and record an absorption image of the cloud with a charge coupled device camera, CCD 2. In insert (ii) we show an image of a 230 micron long cloud cooled to 450 nK. (Figure taken from Ref. 1).
In our present setup for creating ultra slow light with cold atoms and Bose-Einstein condensates, we laser cool sodium atoms to temperatures in the microkelvin regime and subsequently trap them in a ‘4 Dee’ electromagnet. The trapped atoms are evaporatively cooled to nanokelvin temperatures, resulting in the creation of Bose-Einstein condensates typically containing millions of atoms. The condensates are formed in an ultra high vacuum chamber and we presently generate the laser beams from an argon-ion laser pumped dye laser. The currents we apply in the 4 Dee magnet are typically in the range of 1000 amperes.

![Graph showing PMT signal vs. time with parameters](image)

**Fig. 2.** An example of a pulse delay measurement. The blue pulse is a reference pulse obtained with no atoms in the system. By lunching a similar pulse through the 230 micron long cloud shown in insert (ii) in Fig. 1, we obtain the red pulse delayed by 7 microseconds which corresponds to a light speed of 32 m/s. To obtain the same delay with an optical fiber would require a fiber length of 1/2 mile. The presence of the coupling laser also allows for transmission of the probe pulse through an otherwise opaque medium. (In the absence of the coupling laser beam, the transmission of the resonant probe pulse would have been on the order of exp(-65)). We have already demonstrated in the laboratory that the small remnant transmission loss seen in the figure can be mitigated by using the D1 line in sodium rather than the D2 line used here. (Figure taken from Ref. 1).

Our plan is for a total re-engineering of the system for atom cooling and trapping, with the aim of making practically accessible the extreme nonlinear optical properties obtained in cold atom clouds. Our idea is to create a much better match between the size of the atoms and the size of the mechanical structures used for their manipulation. With state of the art nanotechnology tools
we can create submicron sized metallic trapping and guiding structures on an insulating substrate. Atoms could then be trapped right above the surface of the substrate and the close proximity to the guiding structures would allow atom manipulation with miniscule electric fields and currents applied to the metal lines (Ref. 3-5). Using a quartz substrate we could also create optical wave guides on the same substrate for guiding of the laser beams required for laser cooling and for slow light generation. Furthermore we plan to implement far detuned (infrared) laser beams to create a set of ‘optical tweezers’ (in an optical tweezer an atom is trapped in the focal point of a laser beam). Full control of the atom clouds would be gained from the resulting combination of electric, magnetic, and optical fields.

On a single substrate, with a size of 5-10 mm, we plan to incorporate a magneto-optical trap (MOT) (Ref. 6). Laser beams, tuned slightly below an atomic resonance, create an optical molasses where atoms can be cooled to microkelvin temperatures. A spherical magnetic quadrupole field creates - in the presence of the laser beams - a confining trapping potential. We’ll pick atoms that we can excite with low power diode lasers (rubidium is one candidate we are considering). On the same substrate, we’ll transfer atoms from the MOT to a spatially separated, second electromagnet for purely magnetic atom trapping, where the nonlinear optical medium will be created. As described in Ref. 1 such a magnet would act as a filter with all atoms trapped in one particular internal quantum state. It is this fact that makes it possible to obtain truly lossless, ultra slow light propagation. Both electromagnets could be created with currents in submicron metallic lines deposited on the substrate. Alternatively, for much tighter trapping, a magnetic material could be deposited. On the size scales we are envisioning we could create single magnetic domains and generate very large magnetic field gradients.

We expect to run the experiment in a pulsed mode with continuous loading of the MOT and a periodic transfer of the atoms - with cold atom waveguides – to the spatially separated purely magnetic trap. The atom guide could be based upon a submicron metallic structure with a time varying electric field interacting with the induced electric dipole moment of the atoms and resulting in dynamically stabilized, guided atomic motion. We could also obtain
magnetic guiding with a current applied to a thin metal line or with a magnetic needle.

By optimizing the trap configuration, with the right choice of atom, and by applying the coupling and probe lasers in a copropagating configuration, we should be able to obtain - on a single chip - optical nonlinearities as large as those reported in Ref. 1.

With access to a focused ion beam machine (Ref. 7) we would be able to produce a wide range of submicron sized atom guiding and trapping structures. This would give us an unprecedented ability to control the atoms on fast time scales and, consequently, to fully control the properties of the cold-atom based nonlinear medium we plan to create. Furthermore, with such a tool we could create a nested set of traps of differing size and we believe that a successive transfer between traps of decreasing size could effect the onset of evaporative cooling and allow for atom cooling to nanokelvin temperatures. Ultimately, we could then obtain - still on a single chip - light speeds in the millimeter/second regime, and nonlinearities larger yet by 4 orders of magnitude than those reported in Ref. 1. Alternatively, by relaxing the constraint of colinear propagation of coupling and probe lasers, we could obtain the same nonlinearities as in Ref. 1, with the ability also to focus the coupling and probe laser beams. This would allow the use of tightly focused laser beams and hence the use of ultra low power laser diodes.

For a prototype system we would generate most of the laser beams from a laser diode pumped Ti:Sa laser. With its large tunability in the infrared spectrum we would maximize our flexibility, particularly for testing the system with different atomic species. The prototype system will have an ion-pumped vacuum system. Ultimately we would use low-power diode lasers, picked for a particular atom, and replace the ion pump/vacuum chamber possibly with a getter material in a sealed, compact, self-contained system.

One of the great challenges in this project will be to co-implement trapping and guiding structures for both light and atoms on a single, small substrate. This process must be controlled well enough to allow for creation of the required laser induced quantum interference in a trapped atom cloud. This quantum interference is greatly sensitive, for example, to propagation direction
and polarization of the laser beams. I believe access to a focused ion beam machine (FIB) will be crucial to meet that challenge. An FIB will provide us with the precision and flexibility necessary for the nano scale machining process.

On longer time scales we imagine that creation of optical switches, controllable at the single photon level, could form the basis for a whole family of logical gates. In particular, NOT and NAND gates could be made and form the basis for a single chip implemented computing structure. Also, quantum computing might be an intriguing possibility. We could include many atom traps on a single substrate and information from one atom cloud to the next could be transmitted along atomic wave guides or through light fields in optical waveguides. One of the crucial issues for quantum computing is control and minimization of the dephasing rate in the system. First of all, our system is based on neutral atoms that – compared to ions - couple very weakly to the surroundings. Secondly, the dephasing time determines the robustness of the quantum interference we set up in our atom clouds, governing the minimum light speeds and maximum nonlinearities we can obtain. Therefore, we have developed great experience in controlling the dephasing time for our cold atom based nonlinear system.
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